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Background: Open Science and Research (1)

  - A national project funded and coordinated by the Ministry of Education and Culture
  - “The objective is for Finland to become one of the leading countries in openness of science and research by the year 2017 and to ensure that the possibilities of open science will be widely utilized in our society”
Background: Open Science and Research (2)

- A top-down initiative, with many stakeholders involved
  - Successful in raising awareness both among the researchers and decision makers
  - Has led to the creation of new open science policies at many Finnish research organizations
- Main focus of the initiative has been on research data
  - OA has been a lesser priority
  - The initiative has funded a number of smaller projects on OA, both green and gold
- Will end in 2017, at the moment unclear what will happen after that
The amount of OA in Finland?

- 19% of peer-reviewed articles produced by the Finnish research organizations OA in 2015
  - The goals set by Open Science and Research far more ambitious
- 13% of all state funding for the Finnish universities is distributed based on the number and quality of research publications
  - OA as a factor in the funding model would provide extra motivation - perhaps starting from 2019?
Counting the OA publications

- OA monitoring integrated with the national data collection conducted for the Ministry of Education and Culture
  - The publication metadata is collected by CSC from the CRIS of each organization
  - The data collection process is currently being automated
  - The publication data can be browsed at Juuli, www.juuli.fi
- So far, there have been issues with the quality of the OA status data
  - Starting from 2016, improved definitions & better categories
OA status in the national data collection

- Two separate fields for indicating the OA status of a publication
  - One field indicates whether the publication is OA via a Gold or a Hybrid channel
  - The second field is used for indicating whether it has been deposited into a repository (Green OA)
- No data collected on APC costs
OA definition?

- The OA rules has been made as clear as possible
  - The publication should be at least free to read (“gratis OA”)
  - Gold/Hybrid and Green Open Access are all accepted
  - Embargoes allowed for Green OA but not for Gold or Hybrid
  - Depositing into an institutional or subject-based repository is OK, but papers available at personal/project websites or at walled gardens like Research Gate or Academia.edu don’t count
  - The OA version must be peer-reviewed to qualify
Further policy issues

- Should there be a maximum embargo – or no embargo at all - allowed for Green OA?
- Should all publications be deposited into a repository?
- Should there be a more strict policy on licenses (“libre OA”?)
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Towards offsetting agreements?

- FinELib consortium is negotiating new deals with Elsevier & several other major publishers
  - Offsetting elements part of the agenda in negotiations
  - At the moment we don’t know whether there we will reach an agreement with Elsevier
- Support from the Finnish researchers: tiedonhinta.fi
  - The signatories are prepared for the termination of subscriptions and will abstain from peer review and editorial duties for the journals in question
Open subscription costs in Finland

- Annual subscription fees for all publishers and all research institutions now openly available
  - Open Knowledge Finland activists sued one of the universities, which had declined to provide information on the costs of its licensing deals
  - Court decision: the costs are public information
  - The Ministry of Education and Culture, Open Science and Research & FinELib organized the collection of the cost data from all organizations
- Available as open data since June 2016
- So far, no reactions from the publishers

The administration of APCs in Finland

- A national survey (Naukkarinen 2016) on the administration of APCs at Finnish universities, conducted in 2015
  - Inquiries both to the universities and to the publishers
  - Result: we can make educated guesses on how much we pay (probably > 1 million euros / year), but we don’t really know
- The universities have had no centralized tracking system for APCs
  - Financial administration often has no category for APCs, paid from different accounts, invoices sent directly to researchers
  - The monitoring of APCs has been out of scope for CRISes
  - So far, there have been no university-level OA funds (the Aalto University will start one in 2017)
APC monitoring: policy issues

- What should be done locally / nationally?
  - Many of the universities have started to adjust their systems and processes to enable the monitoring of APCs
  - Reliable OA and APC data would be very useful for the national offsetting negotiations as well

- Towards Open APC data in Finland?
  - There has been some discussion on this among the libraries
  - Currently many of the official policies stress the importance of Green OA over Gold or Hybrid OA
  - The Ministry of Education and Culture is still undecided on whether it would be willing to fund an Open APC project
The first university-level OA fund

- Aalto University will launch an APC fund pilot in 2017
  - A sum of 120,000 euros will be used to support APC payments
  - Can be used for both Gold and Hybrid channels
  - The rest of the APC costs will continue to be covered from project funding

- According to preliminary information from Aalto, funding will be available only for publishing in "high-quality journals" (= journals at levels 2 and 3 in the Finnish Publication Forum ranking)
  - There are very few Gold OA journals at these levels - no funds for e.g. publishing in megajournals like PLoS One
  - Most of the money will go to the Hybrid OA journals of the legacy publishers?
Working with the domestic publishers

- Domestic journals are very important for fields like humanities, social sciences & law
- Most of the Finnish journals are published by small scholarly societies
  - The journals are mainly run by researchers
  - Most of the income from membership fees, individual subscriptions and state funding
  - The libraries pay very little for them
  - Many of the journals only available in print version
Revenues of the domestic journals

The revenues of 90 Finnish scholarly journals in 2014.
Source: Federation of Finnish Learned Societies
A consortium-based funding model?

- The Kotilava project ([www.kotilava.fi](http://www.kotilava.fi)), 2015-2017, is funded by the Open Science and Research Initiative
  - A joint project between the Federation of Finnish Learned Societies and the National Library of Finland
- Developing a consortium-based funding model for Finnish scholarly journals moving to OA
  - The research organizations and funders will cover the loss of subscription and membership income
  - No APCs (for Finnish authors, at least?)
- A new, improved centralized platform ([journal.fi](http://journal.fi), based on OJS 3)
  - Adoption of DOIs & ORCIDs
  - Providing high-quality metadata for national and international aggregators - will be utilized by the university CRISes as well
A separate consortium for OA monographs?

- The Finnish Literature Society has been building a separate consortium for Finnish OA monographs
- Influenced by the Knowledge Unlatched model
- Co-operation with Helsinki University Library, technical platform from Ubiquity Press
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